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From: Gregory Cwalina
To: Grimes, Christopher
Date: Wed, Oct 6, 2004 8:39 AM
Subject: Re: UFM End Game Meeting

Thanks, George came by this AM and he will coordinate the meeting, as I will be away for most of
October. If I'm not available for the meeting, George knows to invite Steve Alexander and Ted Quay.

I will let you know my opinion just in case I am unable to attend the meeting. There were the differences
of opinion among the staff causing NRR to form a task group to review the issue. The task group has
reviewed and issued public reports. It seems to me that the task group should be the "tie-breaker' since
they were formed for that purpose. The information in the task group reports should be the deciding factor
in the determination if the allegation concerns are substantiated or not. The current version of the closure
letter was written primarily based on the task group reports. The task group has reviewed and concurred
upon the closure letters as they are written. Based on that, I believe NRR can concur on the closure
letters and close the allegation.

Additional information from user's groups, etc., may effect the final NRC action but should not influence
the decision on the allegation.

>>> Christopher Grimes 10/05/04 04:33PM >>>
Greg & George: I'd like to arrange a meeting to followup on the attempt to closeout the UFM allegations
last week. Yesterday, I joined Mike Case, Rich Barrett and Suzie Black in a followup discussion to last
weeks failed attempt to acheive closure of the allegations. I believe that there can be constructive ways to
merge the instrumentation and thermohydraulic skills in NRR to bring the UFM allegations and generic
communication to a timely closure.

I'd like to get Jose, Ted & Jerry together with Mike Case, Rich Barrett and Suzie or Mike to settle our
shared responsibilities and mutual interests in an effective end-game for our regulatory role in UFM
operation. Since both of you have project responsibilities for the allegation and generic UFM issue, I'll let
you decide which of you should arrange this meeting ... but you should both attend.

In the interim, I'll continue to pursue meeting arrangements with ASME, including a contact provided by
PGE, and the status of the Crossflow users group efforts, as well as fend off phone calls from Caldon,
Westinghouse and the media.

CC: Alexander, Stephen; Barrett, Richard; Black, Suzanne; Boger, Bruce; Calvo, Jose;
Case, Michael; Dick, George; Petrosino, Joseph; Quay, Theodore; Sheron, Brian; Thatcher, Dale;
Wermiel, Jared


